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THE BIG TOP
WARNING

The 33rd MACA
Convention is sneaking
up on you.

November 9 - 13, 2016
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Have you signed up
YET ?
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By John “Kris Krunch” Kral
MACA President
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By Bill “SHOBO” Schober
MACA Chaplain

Does another say “Thank you” anymore? A
laf jeds hasd yeasd. Does anyone pay
attention anymore to details? Wonder if you
noticed if the gibberish sentence was an
actual sentence. Sometimes I write articles
for the ‘Big Top’ and I get a complement via
email or someone will say…“I read your
article”. I see very experienced clowns not
finding the time to write an article of what they
have been through for the “Big Top” so other
can learn from their mistakes. If we don’t look
back and review experiences and/or
appreciate what someone did, then we see
history repeat itself.
Recently I was at a funeral of the Pastor of my
home church in Clarksboro NJ. Person after
person came up and said what a kind and
gentle person he was. He always looking at
the bright side of a situation. One of his
friends for seminary said Pastor Mark had a
nick name in School. You know, those funny
nick names that identify who you are. His nick
name was Mark “Thank you” O’Sheilds..He
was known for saying “thank you” to everyone
and being appreciative of being with
someone. Giving value to everyone he met.
Today’s world seems to be contrary to the
“thank you” world Pastor Mark
expressed. You see this on the Highways
everyday. Everyone seems to be in a hurry to
get to the next place. If your not a very
defensive driver, you could be found on a
guard rail on any given day. What’s the rush
people?
What’s the rush to see what hash tag is
trending when you have a friend or date sitting
right next to you during dinner. Just yesterday
I saw 3 guys sitting outside at a nice
restaurant in Philly. All 3 had their Cell
phones out, oblivious to the friend sitting next
to them. Sometime what you didn’t notice is
right in front of you.
Deassed maakss redssat. Did ya notice
that? As clowns, we really need to be mindful
of our surrounds. We can’t have a set agenda
of what we are going to do regardless of the
crowd reaction or situation at hand. One of
the many reason why I enjoy “care clowning”,
is each encounter with a patient or resident
could be different and you need to be “on your
Toes” to react. I think it has helped in my

clowning skills. Some remarks or jokes work
better in different situations. Sometimes your
just there to listen. There are a ton of needs
out in today’s world and as clowns we have a
very important job. To spread more cheer than
gloom. At Kapo’s gang clown alley, we recite
the Clown Prayer before every meeting. It
reminds us what we are clowning for. It
reminds us to have more compassion for the
ones in need. By showing compassion and
appreciation with the simple act of just being
around to hold a hand of the aged or sick, you
actually get more back than you give. How
can anyone be afraid of a clown with
compassion? I really wish there more that
went to Nursing homes , pediatric rooms and
hospitals other than just seeing someone they
know or how much they get paid. I’ve heard
people say they just couldn’t do that it, “ the
emotional pain would hurt me to
much”. Remember your not there for You!!.
Just saying!! Arfeddsffoondd as dewsggoon.
Just checking to see if your still with me or
you left?? As clowns, we have the ability,
latitude, and obligation to have an attitude of
gratitude. No one wants to see a grumpy
clown making demands on how their show is
to go. No one wants to see a clown just stand
there with a puppet in their hand with no
interaction with anyone walking by.
Remember we are clowning for others and not
you.
Bump a nose and THANK YOU for reading
this.
Shobo

Did you know that the Mid-Atlantic Clown Association provides a way for people to contact it’s MACA
clowns on our website?

MACA MEMBERSHIP

We have a link on the site menu “Clown Search”
where anyone accessing the site can find a clown in
their area to perform. Your listing as a member is
free BUT… You need to provide your information.
We do not act as a booking agency. The information
is there for contact purposes only.
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If you would like your contact information to be
published on the website, please send your
information :
Clown name
Email address
City , State
Phone Number
to the webmaster, Terry Slaymaker
buttonstclown@yahoo.com

Changing the World One smile at a time
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Kapo's gang

We are busier than ever with many different Charity events this summer and up coming fall. Each
month we enjoy sometime of skill to learn at our monthly meeting at our new location in Maple Shade
NJ.
Recently we attended one of our favorite events Call Mario's Fight. "little" Mario has 5 inoperable brain
tumors and each year his family runs a Alex's lemon aide stand to fight Childhood cancer. Each year his
goal is 50,000$ this past year was his 6th stand and was the biggest ever. A few years back BonJovi
joined in with the cause
We also got to help out with the JDRF Walk in Wildwood NJ. We just Love helping out the ones in need
to spread a little Joy for these great causes
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